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and state education and science policies. He discusses the financial dependence on industry and government that was established in the university's early years and the equal influence of liberal arts traditions on faculty and administrators. He

Ivy and Industry

work has been neglected. It includes those intellectuals involved in the development of psychology, pedagogy, sociology, anthropology, education, theology, political science, and several other fields, before these disciplines came to be considered

such as identification and dramatism - found in later texts ought to be understood as rooted in his 1930s commitments.

George and Selzer offer a comprehensive account of four Burke texts - Auscultation, Creation, and Revision (1932), Permanence and Change (1935), Attitudes toward History (1937), and The Philosophy of Literary Form (1941) - and contend

Selzer underscore the importance of these relations to Burke's development and suggest that his major writing projects of the 1930s fundamentally emerged from interactions with members of these various groups, such as writers Robert Penn

make between the literary, the exegetical, the philosophical, and the mystical to shed light on the creativity and diversity of medieval thought. As they broaden the scope of what counts as medieval Jewish philosophy, the essays collected here

rise of industrialism and the later changes of a mass-mediated society. Propaganda and Rhetoric in Democracy offers new perspectives on the history of propaganda, explores how it has evolved during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,

histories, and artists, and he remains influential to this day.

The Collected Essays and Criticism, Volume 1

and sometimes conflict, within it. I.R. Makaryk has compiled a welcome guide to the field. Accessible and jargon-free, the Encyclopedia of Contemporary Literary Theory provides lucid, concise explanations of myriad approaches to
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The Rhetoric of Antisemitism was prompted by studying the decision of Vatican II (1965) to repudiate antisemitism. A close analysis revealed that the Catholic Church focused on the foundational issue in antisemitism—the charge of eternal guilt whereby Jews are forever guilty of killing Christ. This repudiation of antisemitism came with a rhetorical explanation of this hatred, a perspective rarely explored. In advancing the
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The Rhetoric of Antisemitism was prompted by studying the decision of Vatican II (1965) to repudiate antisemitism. A close analysis revealed that the Catholic Church focused on the foundational issue in antisemitism—the charge of eternal guilt whereby Jews are forever guilty of killing Christ. This repudiation of antisemitism came with a rhetorical explanation of this hatred, a perspective rarely explored. In advancing the
In the name of defending Mao's revolutionary cause, the Cultural Revolution polarized Chinese thought through its deployment of moralistic terms, filled human relationships with hatred and mistrust, and replaced rich artistic expression with formulaic political jargon and tedious ideological cliches. To illustrate the severity of the revolution's after-effects, Lu examines public discourse in contemporary China and compares the rhetoric of the Cultural Revolution with that of Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany.

Rhetorical Theory - Timothy Borchers 2018-03-30 From the moment we begin to understand the meanings of words and symbols, we have used rhetoric. It is how we determine perceptions of who we are, those around us, and the social structures in which we operate. Rhetorical Theory, Second Edition introduces a broad selection of classical and contemporary theoretical approaches to understanding and using rhetoric. Historical context reveals why rhetorical theories were created, while present-day examples demonstrate how they relate to the world in which we live. Borchers and Hundley present conceptual topics in a succinct and approachable manner. The text is organized topically rather than chronologically, so similarities and differences are easily detected in central ideas. Each chapter is enhanced by the inclusion of theorist biographies, applications of theory to practice, and Internet exercises. The Second Edition expands coverage on mediated rhetoric, feminist rhetoric, alternative rhetorical theories including Afrocentricity and intersectionality, cultural and critical rhetoric, and postmodern implications of rhetoric.

Kenneth Burke on Shakespeare - Kenneth Burke 2006-12-13 This volume gathers and annotates all of the Shakespeare criticism, including previously unpublished notes and lectures, by the preeminent American intellectual Kenneth Burke (1897–1993). Burke's interpretations of Shakespeare have had an impressive influence on important lines of contemporary scholarship, playwrights, and directors; and Burke's writings on Shakespeare, in turn, have had an immense impact on generations of readers. This one-volume edition provides an introduction explaining Burke's approach to reading Shakespeare, and a substantial appendix of hundreds of Burke's other references to Shakespeare. Scott L. Newstok also provides a historical introduction and an account of Burke's legacy. Burke's enduring familiarity with Shakespeare likely helped shape his own theory of dramatism, an ambitious elaboration of the teatrum mundi conceit. Burke is renowned for his landmark 1951 essay on Othello, which remains one of the most important pieces ever written on Shakespeare; his ingenious analysis of Mark Antony's speech over Caesar's body has become a standard for understanding such moments in the play; and his many other essays on the playwright have been gratefully acknowledged by Paul Alpers, Harold Bloom, Stanley Cavell, René Girard, Stephen Greenblatt, and Patricia Parker.

Criticism and Social Change - Frank Lentricchia 1985-12-15 "Criticism and Social Change speaks with special immediacy to the role of the political intellectual. Here embodied in Kenneth Burke. Lentricchia's provocative analysis demands serious attention by all who take an interest in relations between writing, political consciousness, and criticism. It is written with passion and power, it is shot through with learning, intimate knowledge of the critical tradition, and a deep (though by no means uncritical) understanding of the work as well as of social significance of Kenneth Burke." —Simon Leys

Writing Genres - Amy J. Devitt 2008-07-23 Examines genre and its educational purposes from a variety of perspectives. The text is not limited to literary genres or to ideas of genres as formal conventions; it provides a theoretical definition of genre as rhetorical, dynamic and flexible, ideological and constraining, a re-examination of the role of genres in different communities.